
  
 
 
 

 

 
Smart Growth Development in a Traditional 
Neighborhood the South End of  
New Bedford, Massachusetts 

• Expresses the high quality of life found in 
MA’s fastest growing Gateway City. 

• Deteriorated storefront reinvigorated to 
commercial standards creates new public 
space. 

• Improved image for neighborhood based 
small business. 

• located on a bus route. 

• super tight and highly insulated construction 
of two Smart Growth townhouses, Energy 
Star Certified over original taxpayer block of 
load-bearing masonry construction. 

• project supports local  
economic opportunity and  
Buy-Local from New Bedford  
businesses. 

 

ecoNewBedford  
Sustainable Development in a Gateway City  
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PROJECT DATA
Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. lf the forms are not
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the len$h of each
answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

NOTE: This sheet and a selected image will be sent to the Committee ìn advance.

pro¡".t N"r. ocoNêwBêdford 
Location New Bedford, Massachusetts

Owner etfortless realty trust

proiect Use(s) mixed-use (commercial/residential)

proiect Size 6,125 sqft (3 commercial units, 2 resident¡al units) c745,000
Total Develooment Cost Y'

Annual Operating Budset (if approoriate)

Date lnitiated 712006 
Percent Completed bv December '¡,2¡¡g 9To/o

Proiect Completion Date (if appropriate) Spring 201 1

Attach, if you wish, a list of relevant oroiect dates

Application submitted by:

"un,'," 
Carol Fisher ïrle President

Orsanizarion etfortless design, inc.

Address 7 Monument Street citv/statetziô Charlestown , MA 02129

Telephone ( 617 )201 0397 Fax (

,_n,'",, effortlessdes¡gn @ gma¡l.com
Weekend Contacr Number lfor norification\. 617-201-0397

Perspective Sheets:

Organization Telephone/e-mail

prbli.A*"n.i., New Bedford Economic Dev. Council Matt Morrissey 508.991 .3122lMüorrissey@nbedc.org

Architect/Desisner effortless design, inc' Carol Fisher. EIT 617 -201 -0397/effortlessdesign @ gmail.com

Delelope¡

professional Consulranr Building Diagnostics Bruce Torrey 888.503.2233lbtorrey@ buildingdiagnosticshelp.com

communitv croup SE Mâssachusetts Councilon Sustainability Louise Hardiman 508-824-1367llhardiman@srpedd,org

other Unív. of MA Dartmouth Otfice of Campus and Community Sustainability

Susan Jennings 508-91 0-6484/sjennings @ u massd,edu

Please indicate how you learned oÍ the Rudy Bruner Award for tJrban Excellence. (Check all that apply).
trl D¡rect Mailing -E Magazine Announcemen¡ E Previous Selection Committee member' 

' E Other (please specify)
Ø Professional 

-E 
Previous RBA entrant Et Online Notice

Organization E Bruner/Loeb Forum

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, and to
post on the Bruner Foundation web sites, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authoriÇ to
submit the appl materials and to grant these rights and permissions.
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Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each 
answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

NOTE: This sheet and a selected image will be sent to the Committee in advance.

Project Name

Address City/State/ZIP

1. Give a brief overview of the project.

 

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence ? (You may wish to consider such factors as: effect on the       
  urban environment; innovative or unique approaches to any aspect of project development; new and creative approaches to urban       
  issues; design quality.)

PROJECT AT-A-GLANCE
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each 
answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

1.  Describe the underlying values and goals of the project. What, if any, signifcant trade-offs were required to implement the project?

2.  Briefly describe the project’s urban context. How has the project impacted the local community? Who does the project serve? How
     many people are served by the project?

13



3.  Describe the key elements of the development process, including community participation where appropriate.

5.  Is the project unique and/or does it address significant urban issues? Is the model adaptable to other urban settings?

PROJECT DESCRIPTION (CONT’D)

4.  Describe the financing of the project. Please include all funding sources and square foot costs where applicable.

14
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Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each 
answer should be limited to the area provided.

Please separate this page from the rest of the application. Award Use should be submitted in a sealed envelope along with the application 
materials. It will not be used in judging entries or be seen by members of the Selection Committee.

Please describe how Award monies will be used to benefit the project.  (The Award check will be made out to the Applicant unless otherwise 
specified.)

** This statement should be signed by the applicant. Photocopies or facsimile copies of the statement with original signature is acceptable.   
  Award Use statement should be submitted in a sealed envelope along with the application materials. 

Name and Title

AWARD USE

Date

34
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PU BLIC ACENCY PERSPECTIVE

Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed orwr¡tten directly on the forms. lf the forms are not
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, ancl the length of
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

This sheet is to be filled out by a staff representative of a public agency directly involved in the financing, design review, or public approvars
that affected this project.

Name Matthew A. Morrissey Title Executive Director

orsanization New Bedford Economic Development Council T"l"ohnn" ( 508 \ q7/ -3/22

Acldress 1213 Purchase Street Cirv/Sraïe/ztp New Bedford , MA 02740

508 991.7372 E_mait mmorrissey@nbedc.org
The undersigned grants permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for
any purpose . The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the
applica these rights and pernrissions.

12.8.10

Whàt%le dïtfyòrãþncffiay in the
(e.g., zoning, public participation, puI

of this project? Describe any requirements made of this project by your ag,ency
rmpact statements)

Leaders in the public and are determined to see this community prosper and there is a new
understanding that sm t is essential to the overall development of a thriving local economy.
The goal of the NBE the ideas and hopes of small start-ups and family owned enterprises into results
by offering real servi businesses through loan and incentive programs, technical assistance, and workshops.
The NBEDC has also played a central role in city planning and development that focuses on sustainable design
and historic preservation as pillars that help businesses take advantage of the growth opportunities the City offers.
ln 2006, effortlessdesign contacted the local c¡ty councilor and began outreach with city departments and agencies
with plans to reinvest and maximize the use of the deteriorated commercial building across from prominent
Hazelwood Park. Through the NBEDC, many referrals to the local business community including bankers,
developers, and professionals were made. ln July 2007 a variance was granted based on broad support for the
concept. ln June 2008 the NBEDC hosted a Developer's Conference providing more opportunity to network about
the project. Micro-Enterprise Loan Program, Storefront Program, and Plan Publicity were discussed as possible
assistance to the project. "A New Retail Opportunity for the South End" was added to the NBEDC's publication of
urban design and development plans. This brochure subtitled "a unique sense of community and place" explains
how quality development in this livable community makes the ecoNewBedford project an excellent place to open a
neighborhood based business. lt has served as a model for other such efforts in the city since.

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-offs and compromises were required to implement the project? How
did your agency participate in making them?

Benefits to New Bedford
- highlight the potential for development in a traditional and walk-able neighborhood.
- demonstrate sustainable development and construction techniques.
- support of existing and new development of neighborhood based businesses.

Time and money have been compromised, and the pace of growth is slower than initially planned. Added debt is
not desirable in this economy, which added to the time for the project fully realizing all its goals (only one
commercial space is presently rented). ln this climate the NBEDC especially values the commitment and progress
made and this project has been one piece of making New Bedford the fastest growing Gateway City in
Massachusetts. More effort has been placed on completing the project "right" rather than "fast" and this
commitment to executing at a high level will be of great benefit to the neighborhood and the city as a whole.



3. Describe the project’s impact on your city. Please be as specific as possible.

4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnerships? Are there aspects of this project that would be instructive to         
 agencies like yours in other cities?

   

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project?

PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)
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ARCHITECT OR DESICNER PERSPECTIVE

Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. lf the forms are not
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

This sheet is to be filled out by a design professional who worked as a consultant on the project, providing design, planning or other services.

Name Carol Fisher ïrte president, EIT

orsanizat¡on êffortless design, inc, T"t"ohon" ( 617 ) 201-0397

Address 7 Monument Street ci'/state/zrp charlestown, MA 021 29

fax ( ,_,n"., effortlessdesign@gmail,com

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the
application and all Taterlls and 

\9 Brant these rights and permissions.

Dut" December 13, 2010

1 . Describe the design concept of tliis project, including urban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc.

The concept of this project was to innovate and combine ecology and economy to enliven a corner commercial block.
lnstead of being the least prominent building, the scale of the building was brought up to match the surrounding 3
story and 2 112 story homes. Emphasis was place on the developing the corner of the building, which previously had
no presence and was unable to offer this informal gathering space.

2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design.

Ïhe development of an ecoH¡ve that offers innovative affordable housing and commercial opportunities in an existing
traditional neighborhood. The demonstration of Sustainable Development Principcles and Build¡ng Practices that fit in
with the ex¡st¡ng community make this project particularly relevant as conservation of resources becomes a pressing
concern. Bringing this commercial spot up to present day standards that included ADA Accessibility, completion of a
sidewalk and installation of attractive lighting were also key.

Three students from the Boston Architectural College interned with etfortlessdesign during the development and
completion ol this project. They contributed through on-site cleanup and assessment, model making, design details,
and marketing mater¡als.

I



3. Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design trade-offs or compromises required to complete the project.

4.  Describe the ways in which the design relates to its urban context.

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)

29
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COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE
Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of 
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

This sheet is to be filled out by someone who was involved, or who represents an organization that was involved, in helping the project 
respond to neighborhood issues.

Name Title

Organization Telephone   (          )

Address City/State/ZIP

Fax  (           ) E-mail

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions.

Signature	 Date

1. How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? 

2. From the community’s point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project?

16



3. Has this project made the community a better place to live or work? If so, how?

4. Would you change anything about this project or the development process you went through?

COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)

17
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PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT PERSPECTIVE
Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of 
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

This sheet is to be filled out by a professional who worked as a consultant on the project providing services other than physical design
or planning (e.g., legal services).

Name Title

Organization Telephone   (          )

Address City/State/ZIP

Fax   (          ) E-mail

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions.

Signature Date

1. What role did you or your organization play in the development of this project?

2. Describe the project’s impact on its community. Please be as specific as possible.

25



3. How might this project be instructive to others in your profession?

  

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)

26
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OTHER PERSPECTIVE
Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of 
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

Name Title

Organization Telephone   (          )

Address City/State/ZIP

Fax   (           ) E-mail

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions.

Signature		                                                                                                    Date

1. What role did you play in the development of this project?

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible.

31
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3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did you participate in making them?

4. What do you consider to be the the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

OTHER PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)

32



7.  Provide Transportation Choice
Maintain and expand transportation options that maximize mobility, reduce congestion, conserve fuel and 
improve air quality. Prioritize rail, bus, boat, rapid and surface transit, shared-vehicle and shared-ride services, 
bicycling, and walking. Invest strategically in existing and new passenger and freight transportation 
infrastructure that supports sound economic development consistent with smart growth objectives.

2. Advance Equity
Promote equitable sharing of the benefits and burdens of development.  Provide technical and strategic support 
for inclusive community planning and decision making to ensure social, economic, and environmental justice.  
Ensure that the interests of future generations are not compromised by today's decisions.

3. Make Efficient Decisions
Make regulatory and permitting processes for development clear, predictable, 
coordinated, and timely in accordance with smart growth and environmental 
stewardship.

4. Protect Land and Ecosystems 
Protect and restore environmentally sensitive lands, natural resources, agricultural lands, critical habitats, 
wetlands and water resources, and cultural and historic landscapes.  Increase the quantity, quality and 
accessibility of open spaces and recreational opportunities.

5. Use Natural Resources Wisely
Construct and promote developments, buildings, and infrastructure that conserve natural resources 
by reducing waste and pollution through efficient use of land, energy, water, and materials.

6. Expand Housing Opportunities 
Support the construction and rehabilitation of homes to meet the needs of people of all abilities, 
income levels, and household types.  Build homes near jobs, transit, and where services are available. 
Foster the development of housing, particularly multifamily and smaller single-family homes, in a 
way that is compatible with a community's character and vision and with providing new housing 
choices for people of all means.

1. Concentrate Development and Mix Uses 
Support the revitalization of city and town centers and neighborhoods by promoting development 
that is compact, conserves land, protects historic resources, and integrates uses. Encourage 
remediation and reuse of existing sites, structures, and infrastructure rather than new construction 
in undeveloped areas. Create pedestrian friendly districts and neighborhoods that mix 
commercial, civic, cultural, educational, and recreational activities with open spaces and homes.

10. Plan Regionally
Support the development and implementation of local and regional, state and interstate plans that 
have broad public support and are consistent with these principles.  Foster development projects, 
land and water conservation, transportation and housing that have a regional or multi-community 
benefit.  Consider the long-term costs and benefits to the Commonwealth.

9. Promote Clean Energy
Maximize energy efficiency and renewable energy opportunities. Support energy conservation 
strategies, local clean power generation, distributed generation technologies, and innovative industries.  
Reduce greenhouse gas emissions and consumption of fossil fuels.

8. Increase Job and Business Opportunities
Attract businesses and jobs to locations near housing, infrastructure, and transportation options.  
Promote economic development in industry clusters.  Expand access to education, training, and 
entrepreneurial opportunities.  Support the growth of local businesses, including sustainable natural 
resource-based businesses, such as agriculture, forestry, clean energy technology, and fisheries.

Sustainable Development Principles
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts shall care for the built and natural environment by promoting sustainable development 

through integrated energy and environment, housing and economic development, transportation and other policies, programs, 
investments, and regulations.  The Commonwealth will encourage the coordination and cooperation of all agencies, invest public 

funds wisely in smart growth and equitable development, give priority to investments that will deliver good jobs and good wages,
transit access, housing, and open space, in accordance with the following sustainable development principles.  Furthermore, the 

Commonwealth shall seek to advance these principles in partnership with regional and municipal governments, non-profit 
organizations, business, and other stakeholders.
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	Supplemental Materials

	POG Project Name: ecoNewBedford
	POG Address: 464-468 BrockAvenue
	POG City/State/Zip: New Bedford, MA 02744
	POG Project Overview: Mixed-use adaptive reuse featuring new EnergyStar Smart Growth Townhouses. Under utilized and rundown storefront transfigured into shining example of innovative building trends in the gateway city of New Bedford. The particular neighborhood was chosen as an unrecognized yet existing "livable community". Project was developed following the presentation of an exhibit at the Boston Architectural College titled "Shelter & Beyond: innovating for communities in need." Sustainable threads ran throughout the project in this former textile city and included: - implementation of Coalition for Buzzards Bay Action Plan for Land Use- DOE Builders Challenge Program- reduction, reuse and recycling of construction and demolition waste- implementation of the New Bedford Economic Development Council Storefront Guide to improve prospects of small businesses- publishing of a blog (www.econewbedford.blogspot.com) and a brochure (w/NBEDC) showcasing the livable area and sustainable innovations- example of Southeastern Massachusetts Council on Sustainability Transportation Working Group proposed vision for a transportation system that supports and promotes communities that are livable, green, fiscally responsible and designed for people rather than cars.  - example of the immediate action called for by Southeastern Massachusetts Council on SustainabilityEconomic Development Working Group for a buy-local (and hire-local) campaign.
	POG Self-Evaluation: Property investment within existing traditional neighborhoods is an alternative to sprawl and one piece of the economic and ecological development necessary for livable communities. ecoNewBedford incorporated 10 out of 10 of the Sustainable Development Principles presented by Governor Deval Patrick in his Moving Massachusetts Forward Policy Booklet. Opportunity for small business development provides the entrepreneurial alternative for the long term unemployed, and mixed use creates "ecoHives" that have been vital to communities for centuries. New Bedford's urban villages are unique that a diversity of small businesses remain and continue to service dense neighborhoods. In New Bedford's South End examples include a number of building supply businesses, furniture stores, and an appliance dealer many co-located on County Street.  Demonstrating quality investment in a under utilized property is a feasible way to channel the builder's impulse into the foundation of a community rather than ambitious projects less likely in a down economy. The result is local jobs, local spending, improved image for small business, and decreased energy usage. In the case of this project these objectives are also connected by the existing infrastructure of a bus route. 
	PD Values and Goals: ecoNewBedford grew out of the exhibit "Shelter and Beyond: innovating for communities in need" at the Boston Architectural College where visitors were reminded of R. Buckminster Fuller's belief in "the encouragement of human beings in the world of design give to others." Space is fused to the people who exercise their problem solving skills, competence, sensitivity, and resourcefulness in relevant artifact making. Architecture for Humanity also exhibited with the tagline "design like you give a damn." effortlessdesign curated the exhibit.With a variance for the project about to expire, construction of the EnergyStar Smart Growth townhouses began as Wall Street collapsed in the fall of 2008. The small scale of this project became a positive because the costs were relatively finite and contained. As the recession deepened, the gratitude and enthusiasm for the small  project grew. This created an environment where tradespeople were willing to try new things such as no excess material or tools, craft with reused or leftover materials, and patience with energy efficient appliances. Paying for labor always trumped buying a tool or more material. The value of small projects in this economic environment became apparent with the aim that investors in a gateway city such as New Bedford could release their impulse to build on neighborhood jewel-boxes versus gigantic mill conversions of the recent past. Unavailable or expensive credit meant that a strict budget was adhered to during this design/build phase of project. What emerged was a low-cost minimalism that resonates with the joy of resourcefulness. The buy-local and buy-american ethos was a response to making the most of each dollar spent for us and for others. Completing this project during the recession meant it was the only eco-development in the area. The project became a place for field trips for the local weatherization training class, NESEA Green Building Open Houses, and displayed at area shows and conferences. Ultimately the local South End Business Association seeks to replicate the model at a nearby vacant storefront with a residence above with the expectation to adopt the storefront guidelines, buy local, and be Energy Star certified. 
	PD Urban Context: Located less than two miles south of Historic Downtown New Bedford is a well-defined relatively intact urban village. Adjoining mills once made this neighborhood thrive, and despite significant downturns, the prosperity of the neighborhood still remains. The natural setting, architecture of various periods, combined with the resources of the surrounding area make the South End a vibrant and culturally rich neighborhood. This location offers alternative transportation and is served by a bus route linking it with area cities and towns. Boston is 1.2 hours away with buses running a regular daily or weekend schedule. There is wide range of community resources of an urban village in a stunning natural setting. The Smart Growth Mixed-Use is a demonstration of adaptive reuse possibilities at the community scale. The project demonstrates how an under utilized older building can be reinvested in using modern efficient systems to add density in an incremental way. New residential and business development has picked up the blighted corner, while also conserving open space particularly important  to the Buzzards Bay Watershed. The Smart Growth townhouses are the first Energy Star homes built in the urban context in New Bedford.The buy-local campaign worked with over 20 businesses in the City of New Bedford, and 20% of the project budget was spent directly in New Bedford. The new storefronts give businesses a competitive edge for 8-10 employees. The townhouses offer affordable energy efficient livable housing that has attracted the promoter of local streetball events and a Interagency Council on Housing and Homelessness family as tenants.
	PD Development Process: In the summer of 2006 effortlessdesign began rehabilitation of the 1920 taxpayer block that involved complete gut/rehab, replaced plumbing, upgraded electrical, new storefronts, ADA entrances, and structural repairs. The convenience store remained open every single day throughout the renovation.  Our reputation as competent architects/design builders grew as one customer expressed the "old building became a new building." We met with the Mayor, Department of Housing and Community Development, New Bedford Economic Development Council, the City Planner and our city councilor with plans and a rendering showing the proposed development that would require a variance. One year later we obtained the variance that hinged largely on providing off-street parking for the townhouses, and exempting offstreet parking for the commercial units since they never had any. Neighbor Bob Lambalot attended the hearing saying he was glad to see progress. effortlessdesign joined the South End Business Association and has networked regularly with local professionals about our intentions and faith in the area. Through the Regional Sustainability Council of Southeastern Massachusetts, effortlessdesign promoted the energy efficiency and buy-local values of the project that then led to working with the University of Massachusetts Dartmouth Office of Campus and Community Sustainability in the design and creation of a Sustainability Incubator and Weatherization Training Center funded by the DOE in a mill less than a mile away from ecoNewBedford. 
	PD Financing: This project was developer funded using trustees' home equity line, minor inheritance, credit cards, and sweat equity. Throughout the project the convenience store stayed open and generated income. The lowering of interest rates due to the recession lessened the financial burden of the project during construction. Construction cost of the EnergyStar Smart Growth townhouse addition was $147/square foot and rehabilitation of the commercial storefronts was $86/square foot.Sustainable Development Principle #9, Promote Clean Energy was included in the design and planning. Unfortunately due to budget constraints those panels have not been installed on the South facing roof.
	PD Uniqueness/Adaptability: This project is both ordinary and uncommon. On the surface it may appear that this project is no different than any typical rehab and development project. However the set of Sustainable Development Principles benefits distressed communities both economically and ecologically even when applied to the small scale that has increased value when repeated. The goal is to challenge popular opinion that continued under utilization of small scale commercial properties is due to poor return on investment.  Instead eco development at the community scale is  held back by ignorance of design and construction management, the regulatory process, and overcoming resistance of every sort imaginable. When we devalue our built forms, we devalue ourselves. While it is safer, easier, more comfortable to stick with things the way they are - this is an approach that offers a diminished future. The drafting of the Livable Communities Act promotes sustainable, market-sensitive, and community-driven planning in communities that have lost population/employment and are challenged with vacant properties. Beyond renderings or streetscape improvements, ecoNewBedford is a demonstration to target investors interested in building projects that reflect adding value and rethinking urban development/land use, while promoting energy efficiency and transit oriented development. Investors can be challenged to develop properties that show off their knowledge, resourcefulness, and creativity in a tight credit market. 
	Award Use Narrative: Award monies will be used to install the solar panels on the roof and revenues will fund a revolving loan program for the energy efficient improvements in the small business community. Additional monies will fund the South End Business Association's development of an ecoBusiness project on Rivet Street.
	AU Name and Title: 
	AU Sign Date: 
	PA Impact Analysis: This project shows the impact of quality design and investment that in turn supported numerous local businesses and provided local employment. At this location:- the project exists an example of sustainable energy efficient development that fits in with the neighborhood.- a blighted streetscape was replaced with new storefronts with ADA compliant entrances.  - a dirt path on the side street was replaced with a new concrete sidewalk better defining this commercial setting on a corner lot.- the rear of the property, which had security issues in the past, was activated with entrances and parking for the new townhouses above.- plantings, landscaping and site amenities have resulted from this investment.
	PA Partnerships: In 2008 the NBEDC and the City completed a full inventory of the 101 historic mill structures in New Bedford as a useful data tool for potential developers. A similar inventory of smaller commercial buildings in targeted development districts with this potential would be useful for directing this sort of small scale investment. Typically this investment arises from an individual's passion for a particular building, area, business or in this case concept (smart growth and livable communities). In fact this project combined with the resulting publicity opened many peoples eyes to the intrinsic value of the South End neighborhood. The NBEDC and other agencies are useful in recognizing this work and providing venues to connect these visionaries with other leaders in the city. This project is serving as a catalyst for the NBEDC to proactively seek out other such opportunities.
	PA Critique: Least successful - the five year timeline and full occupancy is not expected until 2011.Most successful - creation of a new neighborhood destination through the demonstration of green building practices for the use and benefit of average citizens. Also, the willingness to partner and actively promote the project have served as a model and proven very successful in raising awareness.
	AD Challenges: The limited footprint was a challenge to many perceptions of how large a space must be. Every square foot ended up having value and often served multiple purposes in this project. A modular construction system was chosen due to the limited space on-site. Keeping the Convenience Store open through the entire construction process may have impacted the schedule, but everyone who frequented the store experienced the transformation. It took less than five months to move the store into a brand new space, and afterwards the renovation took place around the new corner store.
	AD Urban Context: Located on a corner across the street from a prominent park, this spot was put to a higher use that reflected the density and vibrancy of the surrounding area. The form of the townhouse addition was made deliberately vibrant as well. The chosen roof line matched the hip roofs used throughout the area (perhaps in response to the high wind location). The preservation of the masonry structure and the recycling of roof tiles retained fabric from the original building. 
	CR Name: Louise Hardiman
	CR Title: Principal Transportation and Sustainability Planner
	CR Org: Southeastern Regional Planning & Econ.Devt.Dist.
	CR Area: 508
	CR Phone: 824-1367
	CR Address: 88 Broadway
	CR City/State/Zip: Taunton, MA 02780
	CR Fax Area: 508
	CR Fax: 823-1803
	CR Email: lhardiman@srpedd.org
	CR Sign Date: November 29, 2010
	CR Role Description: The Southeastern Massachusetts Council on Sustainability (COS) is a collaboration between the University of Massachusetts at Dartmouth (UMD) and the Southeastern Regional Planning and Economic Development District (SRPEDD).  The Council acts as a leadership forum and network to connect, facilitate, support and coordinate sustainability efforts and initiatives throughout Southeastern Massachusetts.  Five working groups have focused on  promoting local agriculture and healthy food; planning for transportation choices; and advocating for renewable energy and conservation, sustainability of natural resources, and a local economy.  The Council’s membership is open and includes broad representation of public organizations, businesses and interested residents.  SRPEDD is a regional planning agency serving 27 cities and towns in Southeastern Massachusetts.  SRPEDD, governed by a Commission of local officials and citizens, is a public agency that plans for the region’s land use, transportation, economy and environment. SRPEDD produces a Regional Transportation Plan every 4 years that identifies priorities for transportation investments and planning in the region.  Effortless Design, Inc. became involved with the COS and brought the ecoNewBedford project to the Council's attention.  The full Council and the working group meetings served as a networking and educational forum for this project, which was putting into built form possibilities for addressing the concerns that had been publicized to the community.  The ecoNewBedford project responded to the Coalition for Buzzards Bay Action Plan for Land Use (2006) and Critical Mass Land Use Change in Southeastern Massachusetts (Woods Hole Research Center 2006).   
	CR Issues: Land Use - protecting the Buzzards Bay watershed by developing in traditional neighborhoods.Public Transportation - creating livable housing on an existing bus route.Eco Development - investing in sustainable property development that supports local jobs and suppliers, adding utility and value, minimizing negative environmental impacts and maximizing energy conservation.Contextual Design - considering scale, open space, dimensional requirements, appearance and parking in the variance process.
	CR Betterment: This project is evidence that a sustainable, attractive redevelopment of underinvested property is possible in a place like New Bedford, which is a community in need.  Despite its poor image and distressed properties, New Bedford is a livable community with transit and walking options amid many valuable cultural resources.  The project’s choice of location at the single commercial corner of a ten block residential area is a positive statement for the neighborhood.    Previously, the property was part of a collection of rundown properties, but due to its prominent location (across from a major park and senior center, and located on a bus route) the storefront takes its place with the impressive and well-maintaned residential architecture, and serves as a meeting place for neighbors.  Although relatively small in scale, this project is helping to transform the City physically and psychologically.  It has positively affected the neighborhood visually, in terms of economic investment in the community, and through the excitement generated by the remarkable rehab and reuse of the existing building.  It has spurred interest from other builders and strengthened prospects for future redevelopment.  It has influenced and educated the developer community, local government officials, and the COS network about what is possible.  Anyone who has seen the photos on the blog and is familiar with the area can’t help but be excited and encouraged by the results and be hopeful for the future redevelopment of similar properties of the City and other urban areas in the region.  It is an “on the ground” example of sustainability principles and presents a vision for the neighborhood and the City that is now recognized as achievable.  In addition, the project shared lessons learned about building sustainably, using local resources, and planning for future energy use with other sustainable education efforts in the region.  The project’s blog was an effective tool for updates on the progress and decision-making process.  It is anticipated that the techniques and design qualities used in this project will positively influence future development in the City and region.
	CR Critique: It would be better if this project was part of a developing district.  It would be better if developers could be directed to and focused on areas with urban design plans that create eco development, enhance identity, and provide an alternative for sprawl.  The City of New Bedford has recently completed a Draft Master Plan that includes recommended changes to the zoning ordinance and map.  Recommendations include:  1) create neighborhood design guidelines to revive New Bedford’s traditional commercial corridors and create vibrant and close knit communities; and,2) promote grass roots initiated neighborhood development plans for strategic neighborhoods and corridors across New Bedford that incorporate  principles such as targeting blighted structures and lots for adaptive reuse, allowing for meaningful public involvement and community consensus, and providing opportunities for green space.Once officially adopted by the Planning Board and endorsed by the City Council, the City will begin the process of adopting changes to the zoning ordinance.
	PC Name: Bruce Torrey
	PC Title: Principal
	PC Org: Building Diagnostics
	PC Phone Area: 508 833 3100
	PC Phone: 833-3100
	PC Address: P.O. Box 989
	PC City/State/Zip: East sandwich, Ma 02537
	PC Fax Area: 508
	PC Fax: 833-3100
	PC Email: btorrey@BuildingDiagnosticshelp.com
	PC Sign Date: 11/17/10
	PC Role Description: Building Diagnostics provided technical support in regards to energy efficiency of the building envelope, mechanical systems, and lighting. To support this we completed  pre and post construction energy models and completed ongoing site inspections, supported by performance testing to insure project goals were met.We also worked with the developer and designer to insure this project would meet the Energy Star Homes requirements  and issued an Energy Star Homes Certificate at the conclusion of the project
	PC Impact: This project  serves as a great example of a mixed use rehab of an existing nonfunctional building that is very typical of the neighborhood.  The developer made positive efforts to include the local  community in the process.
	PC Analysis: This project helps sets the example of building reuse and sends a positive signal to other property owners and developers to rethink the potential of similar buildings in the community. 
	PC Critique: The reuse, adaptation, and energy improvements clearly represent a success story.   The lessons learned for  future projects would include expediting construction schedules and tweaking details to capture even more benefits.
	OP Name: Susan Jennings
	OP Title: Dir. Campus and Community Sustainability
	OP Org: University of MA Dartmouth 
	OP Phone Area: 508
	OP Phone: 910-6958
	OP Address: 285 Old Westport Road
	OP City/State/Zip: North Dartmouth, MA 02747
	OP Fax Area: 
	OP Fax: 
	OP Email: sjennings@umassd.edu
	OP Sign Date: December 8, 2010
	OP Role Description: I first learned of the project at the Southeastern Massachusetts Regional Council on Sustainability, where Carol Fisher--an architect and property owner--spoke of how she had just started construction on a Energy Star Smart Growth  project in New Bedford. One of the goals of the Council, which I serve as co-chair, is to share progress and connect professionals interested in sustainability. I particularly took notice of the ecoNewBedford project when Ms. Fisher submitted a grant proposal to an area foundation  to set up a farmer's market. She made a case for stimulating the local businesses, increasing connections in the neighborhood, and creating income opportunities from one's own backyard. At this point I understood the commitment Ms. Fisher had to community and sustainability, and although the farmer's market was not funded, I expressed my support and offered to help publicize the ecoNewBedford project. Here was a project putting land use plans into practice, providing local jobs, spending at local businesses, and building the knowledge base about energy efficiency. I was particularly concerned about the impact of the recession on the completion of the project; eventually I was able to offer a grantwriting/project management opportunity to effortlessdesign for a Weatherization Training Center in the vicinity of the ecoNewBedford project. 
	OP Community Impact: ecoNewBedford is an important project in the community because it is a built example of Governor Patrick's Sustainable Development Principles. The recycling, reuse, and reduction in waste exhibited by the project is concrete example of the cost saving . The project energized local businesses about sustainability and investing in  underutilized properties. The blog documenting the project's progress and background has been accessed by students. Carol Fisher has been an important voice for sustainability in New Bedford and the region.  She has been very generous with her time and with sharing her project with the broader community.
	OP TradeOffs: LEED Certification due to time and expense was unlikely for this project. Through presentations about building performance, I recommended BruceTorrey from Building Diagnostics for Energy Star Certification who had previously conducted audits for the University. SIP installers were recommended by  the manufacturer, and did not include a local sustainable builder/instructor I find very knowledgable and experienced. Through the Southeastern Massachusetts Regional Council on Sustainability, effortlessdesign has been able to collaborate with GreenFortressBuilding, but unfortunately not on the ecoNewBedford project. This was a missed opportunity.
	OP Critique: Least successful - The Council wasn't involved in the initial planning of this project. Most successful - While New Bedford is the fastest growing Gateway City in Massachusetts, it is critical to demonstrate and gain support for sustainable building practices such as those shown at ecoNewBedford.


